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Derisum
I have thought long and hard about this open discussion and feel that
perhaps a note or two on ascension would be interesting.
Ascension is the step-by-step process toward liberating the soul from its
physical vehicles. One becomes more closely connected to their soul and
more spiritually activated. They become lighter in their being as they shed
old ways and rise toward gaining a closer connection to the Source.
Ascension is the natural process of all things, to rise to a higher level of
evolution, transformed along the way into finer and finer existence.
As an ongoing process, ascension is something that every member of the
Community and every Off-Earth Ally is experiencing, and the further along
the path we are, the more difficult it is to move back to the denser physical,
which is why the externalization is so challenging for us. Ascension applies
for individuals as well as entire cultures and I will talk about both issues for
they are deeply entwined.
Individual ascension is the ultimate goal that matches the ultimate goal of
the group (meaning the entire of humanity). This very special procedure is
energetically embedded in your microscopic energy patterns to achieve.
Countless humans have pursued the path of ascension for many an age,
mostly quietly or in small groups. But the moment has arrived when mass
ascension is timed to occur.
A large group of humanity is ready to take the next step of ascension within
the laws of Nature. Slowly over much time, souls have been working toward
this great endeavor and now it is almost upon you. This vast number of
people are soul-ready to expand their horizons and embrace a more fulfilling
phase of existence.
There was a time when ascension was done strictly individually. A human
trained and endured much to focus on the process. Over time, the human
gained greater insights, shared those insights with others and the process
carried on. Today, ascension is occurring simultaneously for vast groups of
people, often unknown to one another but deeply connected.
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While part of the transformation is still based on individual effort, so too is
group work influencing this process and advancing the soul-worker. The
momentum of this group perfecting will draw many more toward this
milestone, people who will serve as pace-setters, as teachers to those
behind them learning to evolve through their actions.
We can only speculate how this group ascension will expand your world, for
it is has not been done previously. There is no template for this
achievement, and there is nothing to compare it to. Humanity will simply be
able to involve themselves in accomplishing conscious expansion and reap
the rewards that it will attract.
We are quite excited about this great and timely occurrence. We have guided
you for so long, have watched and waited, and now can see the tipping point
of a mass ascension being the catalyst to a new world. It will be the fruits of
our labor with humanity of this planet as we have led you to this path along
with our friends from the Community of Spiritual Masters. Our complete
family has left no one behind to suffer needlessly. We are with you and
always will be.
Thank you,
Derisum*
(from the constellation Orion)
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